
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of product senior analyst. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for product senior analyst

Evangelize the use of data tools and best practices and ensure stakeholders’
analytic needs are being met
Collaborates with the field, product, analytics and technology to collect data,
map critical processes, and evaluate claims strategic initiatives for assigned
area
Analyze feasibility, cost ramifications, economies, or other aspects of large or
complex programs
Act as a Subject Matter Expert for the Collections Management product and
provide expertise and business training/knowledge as needed to solve
business problems and raise the level of knowledge of others
Conduct client visits with internal and external clients to assess product
adoption/usage and identify process and product improvements that are
needed to drive more value to the clients
Work with clients to modify process and provide additional product training
to increase product adoption
Establish templates and processes for the roll-out of new Collections
Management functionality and train internal teams on new functionality and
processes
Occasionally participate in client-on-site training with Account Manager or
Implementation Consultant
Work hands-on with clients to gather business requirements for product
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Qualifications for product senior analyst

2+ years experience in Software Product Management with proven track
record in defining winning product constructs delivering against product
roadmaps
Proven experience with agile software development methodologies
Familiarity with technical services and/or programming languages, a plus
Must be able to develop and present recommended communication
strategies
High level of initiative and strong organizational skills required
Able to handle large workload and changing priorities with limited direction
and ease


